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VOLUME I.

WASI_IINGTON:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.

1884.

•

REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF THE~INTERIOR. ,
DEP.A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, November l, 1884.
SIR: In submitting my third and last annual report of the operations
of the Department, I beg leave to renew recommendations of former
reports, so far as there may be necessity therefor, and to make such suggestions as experience and observation have shown that the public interest demands.
INDIAN .A.FF .A.IRS.

In my last annual report I gave it as my opinion "that it is quite
possible, with wise and judicious treatment of the Indian question, to
prevent the recurrence of hostilities between the Indian and his whiFe
neighbor that has marked nearly every year of our history." It affords
me great satisfaction in my third and last report to be able to say that
the past year has been one of peace among the Indians, and that no
outbreaks have occurred. All the tribes. are at peace with each other
and with their white neighbors. In my former reports I have at some
length discussed the "Indian question." I do not t,hink it necessary to
repeat what I have said in former reports concerning the duty of the
Government in dealing with the Indians, or with reference to the necessities of the Indian service. I adhere to the opinions heretofore expressed, which were formed after much study, thought, deliberation,
and experience in the jmmediate vicinity of Indian tribes.
During the past year new buildings have been erected at several of
the agencies for the accommodation of the children in the boardingscbools. Five new boarding-schools and 12 new day-schools have been
added to the list of schools in successful operation. There are now 81
boarding-schools, 76 day-schools, and 6 industrial or manual labor
schools under Government control. Fourteen boarding and 4 day schools
are supplied with teachers and other employ es, by some one of the various religious denominations, the Government paying a stipulated price
for the care and education of the children therein. This course has been
necessitated by lack of sufficient appropriations to provide for all the
III
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children willing to receive an ed ucation. The amount paid is somewhat
less than the average cost per capita of children maiutained in Government schools. There are also 23 schools maintained by churches and
associations without expense to the Government, and to the support of
which the Government contributes nothing. Three new industrial
schools have been completed and put in successful operation during the
last year : 1 at Chilocco, Ind. T., with a capacity for 150 children; 1 at
Lawrence, Kans., with a capacity for 300 children; and 1 at Genoa,
Nebr., with a capacity for 150.
The Chilocco school was opened January last, and although its capacity wa rated at 150 children, the average attendance has been 168.
The capacity of the school should. be increased, for there is no lack of
children who are ready and ·willing to attend it. The location of the
school was by act of Congress. The act provided for the selection of
640 acres only. This amount was thought to be altogether too small,
and 1,200 acres was at first selected. Afterwards thirteen sections more
were elected by Executive order, in order that farming and stock-raising might be carried on by the scholars. During the last summer the
boys broke 275 acres of sod, put in 50 acres of millet, cultivated 15 acres
of vE'getables, made several miles of fence, cut and put up O'ver 400
tons of hay, besides caring for stock and doing work about the building.
A herd of 425 cows has been purchased for the school. . It is expected
that tbi herd will be cared for by the boys in attendance, an<l. wil1 prove
not only an advantage to them in teaching them to care for stock, b_ut
pro ea, ource of :financial profit to the school.
An additional appropriation should be :made for shops, &c., for the
chool.
The Genoa chool, situated on the old Pawnee Reservation in Nebra ka, was opened in February last with an attendance of 140 Sioux.
The boy have cultivated 6 acres of potatoes, several acres in garden
truck, 140 ac1 e of corn, and 60 acres of oats, and assisted in making brick
and other work about the place. Additional buildings are necessary for
hop. an for other purpo es. Suitable appropriations should be made
therefor.
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A new school building has been erected at Albuquerque, N., Mex.,
intended to accommodate about 150 children. The superintendent has
found it necessary to erect some other building·s, which he is now
doing, with funds furnished by charitable people in the East, through
the agency of the Presbyterian Church.
Fort Berthold and Fort Hall have been turned over to the Department
for Indian schools. It is hoped that by the close of the fiscal year
schools will be in operation in both of these forts.
Under the provisions for the placiug of Indian children i_n industrial
schools in States at an expense not to exceed $167 per capita, 565 children have been placed in schools in the following States: Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Tennessee,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota. Quite a number ofJndian children who have
had some training in manual labor schools have been placed in private
families, mainly from Carlisle and Hampton. It is believed that hereafter quite a number may be placed in private families from Genoa and
Lawrence. The Osages have taken an advanced position in educational
matters, having enacted a law through their council requiring eight
months' attendance a,t school of each child of school age, or the forfeiture
of a year's annuity, amounting to about $100 per capita. Besides the
children in the agency schools they have about 100 children at other
schools away from the agency. These Indians are quite willing to pay
for the schooling of their children out of their tribal funds. The school
work among the Indians, ex'clusive of the five civilized tribes, is best
shown by the following, taken from the report of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs:
Items.
Training-schools, Carlisle, Forest Grove, &c .......................... .
Pupil" in training-schools . ....... ...... .. .................. .. ......... .
Boarding-schools on or near reservations . ............................. .
Pupils in sucll schools . .. . ...... . .. .... . .............................. .
Children placed in various schools through the country ........ ....... .
~;laf~~~~e'r-"~r"cl~);P~-pil~-:::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : ::: : : :::: ::: ::: :::: ::
Total numbel' of boarding pupils ......................•.•..............

1884.

1883.
3

610
79
4,407
122
117
5,102
5,139

6
1,195
83
5,034
579
128
5,186
6,808

Increase.
3
585
4
627
457
11
84
1,669

Of the above, 142 boarding pupils and 1,056 day pupils are in New
York; the day pupils attend the 30 public schools which the State of
New York provides for her Indian population.
This calculation does not include the missionary schools. ·
·The Department bas been embarrassed on account of the small appropriations made for school buildings. On this subject the Commissioner of Indian Affairs says :
Buildings.- The embarrassment under which the office has labored for several
years-insufficient school buildings-is becoming chronic. If reports gave the number of boarding pupils for which existing buildings furnish suitable accommodation,
instead of tbe number which such buildings are compelled to accommodate, a much
smaller showing would be made. Inspectors condemn the crowded, stifling dormito-
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ries which they n.nd, and agents on the other hand deplore the turning away from
school of those who ask for admittance, and they decide to crowd the children temporarily, in the hope that the new building or addition for which they have entreated
will soon be allowed. Too often the year goes by without relief and the whole management, even the morale of the school, suffers sometimes seriously. Buildings
erected to meet the needs of ten years ago must still be made to suffice, .and others
too dilapidated and worthless to be repaired must still shelter children who therein
are expected to become accustomed to the decencies and comforts of civilization, and
to acquire habits of thrift and enterprise.
Since only $25, 000 was appropriated this last year for erection and repair of school
buildings, no extensive work has, of course, been done. The Shoshone, Menomonee,
Sisseton, and Siletz buildings, which were commenced in the previous year , have been
completed and occupied; also the three new training-school buildings at Lawrence,
Chilocco, and Genoa; and a building begun some years since at White Earth, Minn.
The flourishing Albuquerque school has moved into new quarters after three years of
waiting in rented buildings, supplemented by temporary make-shift additions, put
up one after the other as the pupils crowded in. This building was intended for 158
pupils, and the superintendent of the school is asking for the immediate erection of
another building to house the 50 additional pupils who will ask for admittance this
fall, and the 100 others who can eat-lily be obtained. The $40,000 appropriated this
year for buildings will be needed for the Crow, Devil's Lake, Wichita, Quiuaielt, and
Fort Peck buildings, and repairs and additions at other points, and Albuquerque must
wait another year, as must also nine other places where there are either no buildings
at all or else buildings which need immediate enlargement.
There is no obstacle to progress in Indian education with which this office has had
to contend so great as the want of money to furnish suitable and even decent school
buildings. As stated above, if all the.Indian day and boarding school buildings, belonging to 'Government or other parties, had been filled, only one-fourth of the InJian
school population would have been provided for. The suffering at Fort Peck and
Blackfeet Agencies might have been made a golden educational opportunity for those
tribes. Hungry children would need little urging to become inmates of boarding
schools with well-spread tables. There has been money on hand to buy food for
pupils, but none to put up shelters for them, and ignorance and wretchedness must
continue unmodified and unreiieved.
To add to its other embarrassments, Congress has still further restricteil the offic&
by providing that during this year no Indian boarding-school building shall cost, including furni hing, over $10,000. The ChHocco buildings, for 150 pupils, cost, exclusive of furnishing, and in a location -where materials are easily accessible, over$20,000~
or over 125 per pupil. A smaller building would somewhat increase the rate per
pupil. Three evils are therefore left open to choice: tl) To limit the number of pupil to less than 75; (2) to ·put up a shabby structure, uncomfortable and jnconvenient, and which will require extensive repairing and remodeling in the nea:r future,
and yet will never be what it should be; or (3) to erect one small building one year
and attach another to it during the succeeding season at some extra cost for changes
ther by neces itat d. Either method pursued m private business would be considered inexcu ably hiftle s.

It ha b n the great object of the Department in dealing with the
ndi n to make him elf- upporting. When an Indian youth bas been
taught t lab r he i
If- upporting, if an opportunity is pre ented to
him to ecur ruplo ment. One great difficulty met with is, that when
th
ng of both ex return t the. agency there i no remunerative
m1 l Y ent for th m. They lack capital to open and cultivate a farm,
and if they have acquired a trade, they find no employment of that
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character. It is as necessary that some employment should be secured
for them as it is to teach them to labor. An Indian educated at Government expense should not be allowed r:tions, but should receive
encouragement to labor by donations of stock, implements of agriculture, &c., and then be compelled to take care of himself. He has the
knowledge that enables him to make his living. Give him an opportunity, and if he fails, let him give way to those of his race who will
work and live. If, however, the Indian boy or girl . prefer to go ou~
among the whites as a laborer, the Government should encourage and
aid them so to do. A little money expended in that way will save a
large amount that otherwise must be expended in their support. It
ought to be the primary object of our dealings with the Indian to make
him dependent on himself, and. not on the Government ; throw him on
his own resources, with such aid only as is occasionally neeq.ed and as
honesty and good faith on our part demands. All educated Indians
should be citizens of the United States, and I suggest that those who
shall complete the regular course at the several manual-labor schools
be given citizenship, w'ithout their incurring the risk of a forfeiture of
their interest in either tribal lands or tribal funds.
MANUAL-LABOR SCHOOLS FOR INDIANS,

The greatest agency for the civilization of the Indian is the manuallabor school. Indeed, I do not think I shall be far out of the way if I
say the only agency for that purpose is the manual-labor school. In
former reports I have gone into the question at considerable length.
While the argument :i,s by no means exhausted, it does not seem profitable to continue to discuss a question now actmitted by all fair-minded
men to have passed beyond the domain of speculation or doubt. The
history of the few manual-labor schools established for the education of
Indian children has demonstrated their gr~at value, and that it is only
necessary to multiply their number, so as to include all the Indian
children of school age, to forever set at rest the question as to "what
shall be done with the Indians." An honest compliance on the part of
the Government with the conditions of the treaties with the various
tribes concerning schools will substantially provide all the schools required for the education of all the children of school age whose attendance we can hope to secure. The amount due under the various treaties
to the several tribes therein named I gave last year as amounting to
the total sum of $3,759,400. The amount now due after deducting all
appropriations for .school purposes is $4,033,700. · This money is now
due. A large part of the money so agreed to be paid was in consideration of land ceded to the Government by the Indians. It is not a gratuity, but a debt due the Indians, incurred by the Government on its
own motion, and not at· the request of the Indians. It is true that the
debt is due to dependent and weak people who have but little disposition to complain of the neglect of the Government ~o fulfill its ohligation,
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and are wanting in ability to compel the performance thereof; yet their
very weakness and lack of disposition to complain ought to stimulate
the Government to sacrediy perform all the provisions of treaties pro.viding for the education and advancement of these people. Not only a
direct regard for our plighted faith demands_this, but our interest also
demands it.
In my last annual report I call~d attention to the various treaties
providing for the education of Indian children. I submitted a statement of the sums required to fulfill such treaties. It appe~rs that there
was due at the close of the fiscal year 1884 the sum of $3,759,400. I
again submit the statement showing the amount due at the close of the
fiscal JTear 1885:
Statement shoiving amounts which should have been .appropriated up to June 30, 1885, to fulfill educational provisions of the treaties with 1,arious Ind-ian t1·ibes.

Name of tribe.

Date of
treaty.

Revised St,at.
utes, volume
and page.

Apache, Kiowa, and
Comanche.

Oct. 21, 1867

Vol. 15, p. 583

Banii,,'k . ......... . . .
Chesenne and Arap·
aho.
Crow •..•••..........
N avajo ..............

J' uly 3, 1868
Oct. · 28, 1867

Provision of treaty.

Amount.

School building and teacher for
every 30 children for twenty
years.
Vol. 15, p. 675 ...... do ...•..........•.....• •.•.•.
Vol. 15, p. 595 ...... do .........•....••.......•••.

$295,400

Vol. 15, p. 651 ...... do ....... .. ... ......... .. ....
Vol. 15, p. 669 School building and teacher for
ev ery 30 children for t en years.
Northern Cheyenne May 10, 1868 Vol. 15, p. 656 School buildin[t and teacher for
and .Arapaho.
every 30 chi dren for twenty
years.
Shoshone ............ July 3, 1868 Vol. 15, p. 675 .•.... do ............•........•. . .•.
Sioux ...... . ........ . Apr 29, 1868 Vol. 15, p . 637 ...... do ...........................
Ute . ................ . Mar. 2, 18~8 Vol. 15, p. 621 ...... do ..... .•.. . ...••.••...•.....

277,600
883,100

148,700
1, 591>, 200
307,900

.................... . ........ ................ ... ,. .................... ......

4,033,700

May 7, 1868
June 1, 1868

Total ......... . ....................

45,600
306,800

173,400

DISARMING THE INDIANS,

In my former reports I have recommended the disarming of the Indian'. I de ire to again call attention to the subject, and repeat what
I aid in my last report concerning this matter :
If we subsist the Indian, he ha no use for "fire-arms, and it is not economy to allow
him to retain his arms for the purpose of supplying himself with game ; far better to
giv him a nlhciency of food, and require him to remain on his reservation. If the
Indian is disarmed be will cease to be an object of terror to his white neighbor, and
th fri ndly relation that ought to exi t between the white settler and his Indian
n ighborwill not be wanting. It is unsafe to trust an Indians with a gun; the very
po
sion of it incit sin him ad ir to use it. The unarmed Indian is as safe in any
c untry a the unarme white man. It is the posses ion of his weapon and the
kn ·l ·dg that he may be tempt d to e it that created hostility towards him on
t part f th · ·ttl r. Di arm him an put him und r the prot ction of the law,
an hi p r n · nd prop rty will
as ·afi as that of his whit neighbor. His arms
ou •h no t b confi cat ; for v ry rifle give him an ox of twice its value to till
hi ti 1 - · w , h ·p or hor
a h m y n ·d. The propnety of doing this cannot
ubt · · h b n fi.cial result will be r a ily •n.

be
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Once disarmed, he will not only" cease to be an object of terror to his white neighbors," but will have less desire to exhibit hirnself before them, and be more inclined
to settle down and become self-supporting. His gun and horse are the great hin. drances to his civilization. The horse enables him to wander around the country, and
the gun .to secure a precarious living, which he ekes ont by beggary and theft.
CRIMES ON 'l'HE RESERVA'l'IONS.

I again desire to call at~ention to the necessity for legislation for the
punishment of crimes on the Indian reservations. Since my last report
tlie Supreme Court of the United States decided in the case of "Ex
parte Crow Dog," indicted for murder, that the district court of Dakota
was without jurisdiction, when the crirue was committed on the reservation by one Indian against another. If offenses of this character cannot be tried in the courts of the United States, there is no tribunal in
which the crime of murder can be punished. Minor offenses may be
punished through the agency of the "court of Indian offenses," but
it will hardly do to leave the punishment of the crime of murder to a
tribunal that exists only by the consent of the Indians of the reservation. If the murderer is left to be punished according to the old Indian
custom, it becomes the duty of the next of kin to avenge the death of
his relative by either killing the murderer or some one of his kinsmen.
The laws of the State or Territory ~herein the reservation is situated
ought to be extended over the reservation, and the Indians should be
compelled to obey such laws anrl be allowed to claim the protection
thereof.
COUR'l' OF INDIAN OFFENSES.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under my direction, in 1883, established a tribunal for the punishment of crimes among the Indians on
their reservations, and entitled it a "court of Indian offenses." Experience has demonstrated the great value of this tribunal in maintaining
order on the reservations. Where the courts have been organized, the
beneficial effects thereof have been apparent, not only in maintaining
order, but in te,a ching the Indian to respect the rights and property of ·
his fellows. The agent at the Umatilla Agency, Oregon, says:
This court has worked admirably, and made radical changes, especially among the
young men of the tribe, for the better, as all disorders or offenses that come before
the judges here are inex orably punished.

Such is the testimony of other agents where the courts have been
established.
·T hese Indian judges have so far rendered gratuitous services to the
tribes and the Government, but in some cases their labor is arduous.
and as the most enlightened and advanced of the tribes are selected
for the work, it is .no inconsiderable tax on their time and good nature,
for which they should re eive a fair reward. I therefore concur with
the Commissioner in recommending that suitable appropriation be made
for the payment of the judges of the courts of Indian offenses, and that
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authority by law be given to them to maintain order and punish minor
offenses committed on the reservations by Indians and for the settlement
of controversies between Indian and Indian. ·
LEASING OF INDIAN LANDS.

In my last report I called attention to the occupation of certain Indian
reservations by stockrnen with their herds, under an arrangement made
with the Indians. I declined to treat these arrangements as leases made
on the part of the Indians, but did treat them as licenses on the part of
the Indians recognized by section 2117 of the Revised Statutes. I do
not understand that the parties so occupying these lands with the consent of the Indians are there in violation of law, but their condition is
not a satisfactory one either to themselves or the Department. The Department in allowing them to remain reserved the right to put them off
of such reservation, notwithstanding such permit or license, if the Department considered it necessary to do so in the interest of the Indians.
How far the Government may disregard the liceuse so given by· the Indians is a question that need not be discuss'ed until it is presented, but
should the Department attempt such exclusion against the wishes of
the Indians, it would certainly lead to trouble. The amount paid for
such privileges is umlerstood to be about\ 2 cents per acre for the
lands so occupied. Tbis amount is not a fair compensation at this time
for the use of such lands, or for at least a considerable portion thereof.
Much of the la,nd so occupied could be leased at from 4 to 6 cents per acre.
The Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians attempted to lrase 3,86,,880 acres of
their reservation, leaving unoccupied by stockmen about 430,000 acres.'
From tbe laud so occupied by stockmen the Arapahoes and Cheyennes
received last year 2 cents per .acre, amounting to $77,357.60, or an
average of $12.33 per capita. As it is believed that this reservation
might be leased at from 4 to 6 cents per acre, the amount may l>e inr a ed to 24. 6 or ~3 ti.99 per capita. It is believed that the cattlem n will very r adily con ent to douple or treble the price now paid
if th y can have ome a urance that, they will not be disturbed at the
whim or caprice of the Indian . The amount now received, $12.33 per
·apita, i a ,·um quite ufficient, if the Department could control its paym nt to th In ian , t aid v ry materially in their support and civilizati n. A family f fiv per on would rec·eive $61.65 per annum at 2
· •nt' r a r .
t G cent per acre the amount realized would go far
t ward th ir ·uppor without further aid from the Government.
al ba
goo grazing land that might be leased at
h r tri
r fita 1
, l adng the Indian a ufficient quantity of land for
ither for agricultur or grazing. Somo legislation should
·u d t t na 1 tli
overnm nt to demand and receive
n i n th full v lu £ r h ccupation of their lands, anti to
t · nfli t
w n rival -laimant h lding such licenses or privu •h ccup nt are ot o the re er ation in violation of law
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if they have the consent of the Indians ; yet should their conduct be
such as to convince the Department that their presence is injurious to
the Indians, it is quite difficult to say what would be the result of an
attempt on the part of the Department to remove them if the Indians
continue to consent to their remaining. While there can be no objection to allowing the Indians of the Indian 'Territory to lease their lands.
for grazing purposes, there is a serious objection to allowing the Indians
on reservations outside of the Indian Territory to lease lands valuable
for agricultural purposes for the purpose of grazing only. If the reservation is larger than is required for the use of the Indians occupying it,.
there should be a reduction thereof, and a.U that is not· needed for the
use of the Indians should be opened to settlement. The time has passed
when large and valuable tracts of land fit for agriculture can be held by
Indians for either hunting or grazing lands to the exclusion of actual
settlers.
There have been frequent complaints made by stockmen and settlers.
in the northern portion of Montana and Wyoming of depredations by
Indians on their stock, necessitated by the want of supplies on the part
of the Indians. I called attention to these complai'nts in my last report. I regret to say but little has been done to remove this cause of
complaint. The game has been destroyed to -such an extent that it is.
impossible for any considerable number of Inq..ians to live by the chase,
and it cannot be expected that Indians will starve in the neighborhood
of extensive herds of cattle. White men would not under such circumstances, and we cannot demand of the Indians what we would not demand of the whites under like conditions. It may be said that the Indians should work and not.steal for a living; but it must be remembered
that these people have been educated to believe that theft is a virtue
and not a crime, if the property stolen is the property of an unfriendly
Indian or white man. Until we have given these Indians an opportunity to earn their living by some kind of manual labor WP, ought not to
complain of their depredations. It is not, however, to be expected that
the settlers and stockmen will submit to the loss of their stock because
the Government has failed in its duty towards the Indians, and the inevitable result of such depredations is to bring on a conflict between
the Indians and white settlers, and in the present condition of affairs
the Indian is sure to get the worst of such conflict.
With valuable agricultural and pastoral lands in quantities far beyond his wants or ability to make useful, he is a beggar and dependent upon the Government; and ~vben the Government fails to make
suitable appropriation for bis support, he is brought to the verge of
starvation. Left to himself, be will continue in this wretched condition
until the vices of savage _life shall destroy bis race. His destruction
will not be speedy, but it will certainly come unless he can be induced
to adopt the civilization of the age, wbich be has until recently scorned.
At no time in the history of our intercourse with the Indians have they
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shown a greater desire to abandon their savage life than during the last
year. They have welcomed (with but few exceptions) all the agencies
provided for their benefit, and have shown a commendable disposition
to adapt themselves to the n.ew order of things. They express not only
a desire for improvement, but the determination to improve. They give
up their children to go to distant parts of the country, to sections unknown to them, in order that they may secure the ~dvantages of an
education and become acquainted with the ways of civilized people.
A great number in the various tribes have made an effort to contribute
something to the support of themselves and families. They are asking
for stock cattle, and declare their willingness to take care of them if
furnished, and very 'generally profess a willingness to do whatever is required of them in order that they may become self-supporting. But,
like all uneducated people, they are unstable in their opinions an~ resolves, and need much encouragement to enable them to keep in the way
that they profess an earnest wish to follow.
In my last report I recommended that all the appropriations not made
under the provisions of treaty st.ipulations should be placed at the disposal of the Department to be distributed as the necessities and wants
of the Indians demand. Another year's experience and observati~n bas
strengthened my views on this question, and I believe if the non-treaty
appropriations were placed at the disposal of the Department to be distributed at the discretion of the Secretarj- of the Interior there would
be less complaints about starving Indians, and that much good might
be done by using such appropriation to assist those Indians who show
the greatest disposition to become self. supporting.
CASH ANNUITIES TO INDIANS.

In my last report I called attention to the practice of paying- to the
Indians cash as interest on the funds held in trust by the Government.
In ome instances the Indians are capable of receiving and expending
such sum of money in a judicious way, but in most cases the money
o pai to them i wasted and often worse than wasted. Such paym nt bould be made in stock cattle, agricultural implements, or by
the er ction of uitable dwelling-hou e for those willing to occupy and
live in uch hou e '.· Whenever the Indian is capable of caring for this
m 11 y
him, it hould be paid to him in ca h ; but he will never
fi r it pr p rly until he ha been taught to labor and has learned
lu of money by earning it.
INDIAN HOMESTEADS.
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ment. Much complaint has been made on behalf of the Indians,
especially in California, that unscrupulous white men have pre-empted
lands in the occupation of Indians, and in some cases where the lands
were occupied for Indian village farms before the cession of California
to the United States. In order to save to these Indians the lands in
their actual possession, I ordered the Commissioner 9f the General Land
Office to refuse to receive filings on lands in the actual possession of
Indians.
SURVEYING INDIAN RESE RV .A.TIO NS.

The Indian appropriation act for the current year contained an appropriation of $50,000 for the surveying into subdivisions of Indian reservations. The amount is grossly inadequate to the wants of the Department. .A.n appropriation of like amount should be made for the
next fiscal year. On this subject the Commissioner says:
'l'he want of a proper definition of reservation boundaries has been for years, and is
still, one of the most fruitful causes of contention and disorder known to the Department, and it is to be hoped that the full amount of my estimate for surveys for the
ensuing fiscal year may be provided, in order that existing disputes may be speedily
settled, and a subdivision of lands within the reservations made, wherever required
and deemed acl visable, for the settlement of the Indians in individual homes.
THE GREAT SIOUX RESERV .A.TION.

In my last report I called attention to the magnitude of this reservation, and urged that it should be' reduced by a purchase of about 18,000
square miles, as proposed by the commission appointed in 1882. .A bill
reported from the Committee on Indian .Affairs for this purpose passed
the Senate and is now pending in the House of Representatives. I
again urge the necessity of action in this matter both in the interest of
the Indians and whites.
CROW RESERVA'.I.'ION.

I again call attention to this reservation. Since my last report the
Indians have been located on the Big Horn. This reservation is much
larger than required for their support. The reservation is situated in
the Territory of Montana, and contains 7,364 square miles, or 4,713,000
acres of 13:nd. .A.t least 3,000,000 acres might be disposed of, leaving
the Indians sufficient agricultural lands to become self-supporting- if
they desire to become agriculturists, and a sufficient amount of grazing
lands should they prefer to become stock raisers. The 1, 713,000 acres
that would be left would give nearly, if not quite, 600 acres of land· to
each indivi<lual member of their tribes. The number of Crows has been
estimated at 3,500; but it is quite certain that the number is much less,
and probably not over 2,500 or 3,000. A portion of the money realized
for such· sale should be at once invested in a herd for the tribes, and
cared for by the Government until such time as the Indians shall be
prepared to accept and care for their stock themselves. The proceeds ·
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of the surplus lands, properly used, would make the Crows self-supporting in a few years at the furthest.
THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
The report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office shows
that sales, entries, and selections of public lands under various acts of
Congress embrace 26,834,041.03 acres, and of Indian lands 697,128.97,
aggregating 27,531,170, an increase over the year 1883 of 8,101,137.20.
The receipts for disposal of public lands are $11,840,993.07; Indian
lands, $938,137.26, or a total of $12,779,130.33, an increase over that of
1883 of $1,073,364.68, to which is to be added $10,276.76 rec·eived for
~ertified copies of records, making a total of $12,789,405.09. The Commissioner reports the total number of entries, &c., to be as follows:
The total number of entries and :filings made during the year is 286,832, aggregating 40,625,000 acres; an increase of 60,724 over the year 1883 and 121:3,588 over 1882.
The total number of ent.ries and :filings posted during the year is 327,186. These
entries and :filinf;s constitute claims of record awaiting completion and adjudication.
The increase in number of claims posted in 1884 is 75,501 over the year 1883 and
131,049 over the year 1882.
PRE-EMPTIONS.

Twenty-one thousand two hundred and eighty-six pre-emption entries were made
<luring the year, embracing an area of 3,206,095.86 acres; 11,012 ex-parte ca§es were
approved for patent and 352 contested cases were decided, the patented and decided
cases involving 1,725,000 acres.
The number of cases undecided June 30, 1884, was 17,911, an increase of the number
in arrears of 4,854 contested and ex-parte cases. The number of pre-emption :filings
made during the year was 51,641, which, at 160 acres each, would cover 8,262,560
acres.
REPEAL OF '.rHE PRE-EMPTION LAW.

The Commissioner again recommends the repeal
law. He says:

of the pre-emption

I renew previous recommendations for the repeal of the pre-emption law. In my
la.st annual report I pointed out the absence of any great utility of the pre-emption
system for a legitimate appropriation of the· public lands by actual settlers, as the
homestead syi;tem contains a sufficient pre-emption feature and a double system is
not r quired. Economy of administration alone suggests such repeal, while the great
abuses flowing from the illegal acquisition of land titles by :fictitious pre-emption entrie , and the exactions made upon bona :fide settlers, who are often obliged to buy
off such claims in ord r to get access to public lands, render the appeal, in my judgment, a matter of public n ce sity.
Pr mption claim are £.l d when no intention of perfecting entries exists, but the
alleg
laim i held for speculation, or as a cover for denuding land of its timber.
Th av rag proportion of eutri s to filings is less than one-half.
In a s of ntri actually mad , it i found that the most valuable t.imber lands
ar as f agricultural and grazing lands are entered iri. fictitious names or by
P r n mploy d for the pnrpo , and the lands thus pa into speculative holding ,
or h ldiu' jn Jar
tnanti i for p rmanent control. Coal land , the Government
pri of wWch is, 10 and ·~o p r a.er , are ill gaily obtained in the same manner at
tb minimum pric f non-min ral lands. The overnment loses the difference in
pric • whil a lo · to he g n ral public lie in he increa ed price of the coal product
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in consequence of the control of coal-fields, which in this way is acquired and held
with a comparatively small outlay of capital. The result is equally true as to timber
lands. Experience has demonstrated that an effective remedy for these evils can only
be found in the repeal of the laws under which they arise.

The difficulty of protecting the public lands from fraudulent entries
under the pre-emption law cari be readily understood by the statement
' of the Commissioner concerning the work of the special agents, twentyfive in number, appointed for the protection of the public land from
,fraudulent entries and illegal appropriation. The Commissioner: says:
'I'hirty-fi ve hundred and thirty-one alleged fraudulent entries of public lanrls, em- it·
bracing an area of 500,000 acres, have been investigated and reported, principally in
California, Colorado, Dakota, Minnesota, and New Mexico, and a lesser numuer in ·
all other public land States and Territories; 680 entries have been canceled on final
proceediugs, 782 held for cancellation, and hearings have been ordered in 781 cases.
A.bout 5,000 entries have been suspended, awaiting investigation.
In a special report submitted May 15, 1884, in reply to a resolution of the Senate, I
stat,ed as follows:
"Beyond cases specifically examined, I have no doubt that much has been done in
the way of prevention within the sphere of these operations. But the territory to be
covered is so vast and the proportion of fraudulent entries found to exist is so large,
that if it be the intention of Congress that the remaining public lands shall be pro-.
tected from indi scriminate absorption through illegal and fraudulent appropriation,
more adequate legislative measures will need to be adopted.
"The repeal of the pre-emption and timber-culture laws, which I have heretofore
recomwended, is one of the first essential steps in this direction. It is not possible,
by any administrative action, to close the doors opened to abuses under these laws.
"This may equally be said in reference to the timber-land and desert-land laws and
the commutation features of the homestead laws, and also of the provision allowing
the filing of soldiers' homesteau declarations by attorney, which latter provision is
used to defraud both the soldier·and the Government.
"If all laws for the disposal of public lands, except the homestead law, were repealed, and the latter amended as heretofore sugge1:1ted, the great bulk of misappropriations would disappear from future entries.
"An examination of pending entries alleged and believed to be fraudulent ·would
require· a special agent to be constantly on duty in each of the principal land districts, and in some districts one such agent would be unal,le to cope with the work
before him.
·
"If the system of examination in the field is to be effective, provision should be
made for not less than one hundred special agents. The compensation of such agents,
including guides, surveyors, and assistants, averages about $3,600 a year ~ach, and
additional expenses for the payment of witnesses and the cost of taking testimony on
the part of the Government at hearings before local o'fficers are also necessarily incurred. The total appropriation for the protection of the public lands the next fiscal
year should not be less than $400, 000, if efficient measures are desired. A.n addition
of twenty-five clerks, who should be of the higher grq,des, would also be necessary in
this office in directing the operations of special agents and examining and acting
upon their reports.
"Further legislation is also requisite to authorize registers and receivers to subpoona
witnesses aud compel their atteudance."
No increased appropriation having been made by Congress for the current fiscal
year, I was confronted at the outset with the necessity of either withdrawing special
agents from investigations in the field or of abandoning or suspending further action
upon investigations that had already been had, and as a result of which hearings
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had been ordered in several hundred cases. It was found impossible to carry on both,
as the expenses of each singly would exhaust the appropriation. Hearings could not
be had without the presence of special agents, who are material witnesses, and the
payment of their expenses would leave no means to defray other costs.
It was therefore det,ennined, as the only available course, to continue in the field
such number of special agents as the appropriation permits and to suspend all hearings ordered on their reports. The result is that final action cannot be taken for the
cancellation of entries examined and reported fraudulent until Congress shall make
provision for the expenses of formal hearings, or obviate the necesRity of them by
clearly investing the executive ,departmen~ with power to summarily cancel entries
found fraudulent upon special examinatio11.
For a similar reason of the inadequacy of the appropriation to the needs of the service I have been compelled to remove general suspensions of entries in localities in
which fraudulent appropriations have been reported as prevalent, and to permit entries to go to patent wHhout the investigation necessary to determine the bona fide Oi.'
fraudulent character of any of them.
It is obvious that some decisive action by Congress is called for by every consideration of public policy and administrative expediency.
If it is the legislative purpose to adhere to the policy of preserving the remaining
public lanus for actual settlers, and to prevent the acquisition of great bodies ofland
in fraud of law by single individuals and corporat.ious, American or foreign, sufficient
means should be placed at the disposal of the Land Department to prevent the vast
and widespread violations of law which have been brought to the knowledge of this
Department and the notice of Congress.
I have discharged my own duty in presenting this subject, as I have from time to
time in my annual reportlil and in special reports submitted to Congress, as clearly and
forcibly as I .could, and I leave to the higher power of that bo_d y the responsibility of
determining the course to be pursued.

It appears from the foregoing that if the pre-emption and timberculture laws are not repealed more liberal appropriations should be
ma<le for the detection and punishment of fraud on the Government
through the agency of said laws. But even with liberal appropriations
for tbe detection of frauds of the character before mentioned, it will be
impo ible to prevent unscrupulous persons in the thinly-settled regions
of country from appropriating public land by a mere technical compliance with the laws, while the spirit thereof is violated. There is but
one remedy, and t,hat is in the repeal of the law no longer necessary to
ena le the actual 6ett1er to ecure a title to the land he occupies on the
u lie domain. The public lands ought to be reserved for actual settler , and hould be conveyed only when the ettler has shown his good
faith b a r . iclence on th land for the period provided for by the
tea law.
commutation of home teads should be allowed.
ction with thi u d ct I call pecial attention to the Comort n he ili, po al of public land . He ays:
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reserved for common schools, unsurveyed lands embraced in railroad, swamp land,
and other grants, and the great mountain areas, and areas of unsurveyed rivers and
lakes. D~ducting these, and areas wholly unproductive and unavailable for ordinary purposes, an<l the volume of remaining land shrinks to comparatively small
proportions. The time is near at hand when there will be no public land to invite
settlements or afford citizens of the country an opportunity to secure cheap homos.

*
*
*
*
*
*
In the early history of the country, when the broad expanse of the public domain
was unsettled, a liberal system of laws was adopted providing for an easy acquisi ti_on
of individual ti t,les, and eYen down to later periods the object apparently sougllt to
be accomplished in the purpose of the laws and the policy .of their administration was
for the United States to hasten the disposal of it8 lands. With this purpose in view
and abundant arnas everywhere open to settlement, no special safeguard against
appropriations in fraud of law appears to have been thought of or deemed necessary.
On the contrary, the prevailing tendency of legislation has been to remove restrictions rather than to impose them, and acts have been passed primarily for the relief
or benefit of actual settlers which have been availed of to the defeat of settlements
by the facility afforded for the aggregation of land titles ir1 speculative or monopolistic possession.
The 1rnmerous methods of disposal now existing, and the laxity of precautionary
provision against misappropriations, are resulting in a waste of the public domain
without the compensations attendant upon small ownerships for actual settlement
and occupation.
It is my opinion that the time has fully arrived when wastefulness in the disposal
of public lands shall cease, and that the portion still remaining should ~e economized
for the use of actual settlers only. A.n act reservin~ the public lands, except mineral
lands and timber reserves, for entry exclusively under the homestead laws, and
amending the homestead laws so as to prevent the present easy evasion of wise restrictions and essential requirements, would be a measure meeting this end, and
answering a pronounced public demand.
j,

ILLEGAL FENCING OF THE PUBLIO L.A.NDS.

In my last annual report I called attention to numerous complaints
made concerning the illegal fencing of the public laud, and urged some
legislation by which such illegal fences might be summarily removed
without the delay and expense qf a suit in court.
regret to say that
Congress has so far failed to take action on this subject. A number of suits have been instituted by the Department of J us.tice at the
request of this Department, to compel the parties to remove such
fences, but such proceedings involve much time and delay, and if
the parties defendants desire to continue in possession of such fenced
lands, appeals will be taken to -the Supreme Court of the United
States, and the Government put to great expense and tlie land withheld from occupation under the settlement laws. I trnst that some
legi 1ation may be bad that will enable the Department in a summary way to destroy these fences where the builders refuse to take
them down. It bas been claimed by some that the power exists in the
Department to destroy t hese fences as obstructions on the public lands.
If this is so the Department has no means at its disposal to pay the expenses of such removal, neither bas the Department of Justice. Authority should be given to remove such obstructions, and provision
made for the payment of the persons employed to do such work.

r
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TAXA'l'ION OF RAILROAD LANDS .

I again call attention to the necessity for some legislation to compel
the railroad companies having earned the hmd granted to them to take
a patent therefor, so that the States or Territories in which such lands
lie may have the benefits derived from taxing the lands within their
boundaries. On this subject I repeat what I said in my last annual report:
By section 21 of the act of July~, 1864 (13 Stat., 35'6), amendatory of the Pacific
Railroad act of July 1, 1862 (12 Stat., 489), it is provided''Thatbef'ore anylaua1granted by this act sba,l l be conveyed to any company or party
entitled thereto under this act there shall first be paid into the Treasury of the United
States the cost of surveying, selecting, and conveying the same,-by the said company
or party in interest, as the titles shall be required by said company, which amount
sl1all, without any fu-rther appropriation, stand to the credit of the proper account,
to be used by the Commissioner of the General Land Office for the prosecution of the
survey of the public lands along the line of said road, and so from year to year uutil
the whole shall be completed, as provided under the provisions of this act."
By act of July 31, 1876 (21 Stat., 121), substantially the same provision was extendeu to all railroad companies receiving grants of land," unless * * * exempted
by law from the payment of such cost."
By tbe failure of the companies to pay such costs and apply for patents a large
amount of lands granted to and held by railroad companies under the rulings ancl
decisions of the Supreme Court, as enunciated in Kansas Pacific Railway Compauy
v. Prescott (1'i Wall., 603); and Railway Company· v. McShane (22 Wall., 444), are
substantially relieved from State1iaxation, and contribute nothing to the fair support
of the burden and revenue of the local governments, and at the same time deny to
the General Government the due compensation provided by law for the surveys
already extended over a portion of the lands, and the benefit of the ~nlarged appropriations intended to secure further surveys along the line of the roads.
Experience has shown that, 'instead of aiding the Government and facilitating
the snrvey and sale of the public lands along the routes, and the consequent settlement of the conntry, the provision has operated to retard such landable results, and
al o bas served to enable the companies to obtain such valuable parcels of land at:1 they
may find speedy profit in selling, thus imposing the full burden of taxation upon
their grant es and other settlers who purchase lands in the same neighborhood, while
r efusing to take t he patents for the larger bocly of less valuable lands upon. whiuh
such burden would fa11 in the hands of the companies theruselves.
It is earnestly to be desired that som means of adjustment of these gr~tuts, as a.
whol , be provid~d, or some method devised which shall, under cover of legi, lative
authority, not only remedy the evil suggested, uut enable this D<'partment to reach
a finality a. to the titl s to be conv yed to th . coq1orations at the earliest pra,cticahle
mom nt, aud thus r ·li v an anxiou and excited pnulic f, eling, alrea,1y sufficiently
ar u cl upon th vari us clillicult and complicated que ti ns connected with the admini . trn.Hon of this u1001 •ntou and important branch of public affairs.
To thi .u<l I mo.t urgn1tly r comm n that the prompt and serious attention of
C n n- · h • invit ·cl to th for<'going n g tion , and that th sev(•ral coropanie be
COUlp 11 · to ta.k p: t ·ut for 11
l ncl aru d, and to pay for the urveys made in
a · · rel' uc with tl1 • provi ion of th statu t her tofor cited .

app n
·hi ·hp t~ut 11· Ye i · ·
't nt. bav i
, al

b r

f' er

, v rnruent on such ur-
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Statement of the estimated numiber of acres of land grantecl to railroad companies by the acts
of J"iily l, 1862 (li Stat., 489), and Ju,ly 2, 1864 (13 Stat., 356); the number of acres on
which the cost of su,rveying has been paid to November. ll, 1_884 ; the estimated cost of the
survey of the remainder of the grants; and the number of acres patented to the companies
named up to June 30, 1884.
·

Name of company.

Number of
Estimated
acres on
Amount
number of which cost paid for cost
acres
of survey- of surveygranted,
inghas'
ing.
been paid.

Union Pacific Rail way
Compan.v . . . . ...... 13,222,400
Union Pacific, successorto Kansas Pacific
Rail way Company .. 6,000,000
Union Pacific, successor to Denver Pacific Railway Company .. ... .. . . . . .... 1,024,000
Central Branch Union
Pacific Railroad
1,160,000

c~1~Yai!~ifi~: ii~ii: ·
road Company . ... . . 9,248,200
Central Pacific, suecessor to Western
Pacific Railroad
Company ... .. ...... 1,576, 44.8
:Burlington and Missouri River Railroad Company in
Nebraska . .. ... . . ... * 2,382,208
Sioux City and Pacific
Railroad Company . .
t 45,000
34,658,256

Estimated
number of Estimated
of suracres in the cost
veyingreremainder mainder
of
of the
. grant.
grants.

Number of
acres patented up to
June 30, 1884.

.

2,302,817

$51,842 39

10,919,583

$370,905 79

2, 305, 024. 64

1,530,537

31,041 07

4,469,463

127,626 64

963,714.03

221,942

9,304 57

802,058

34,502 00

164,721.51

265,684

5,196 97

894,316

17,492 58

187,447.99

1,006,881

53,737 23

8,241,319

411,732 37

814,344.08

448,387

17, 397 17

1,_128, 061

43,631 25

446,230.65

2,378,556

50,515 79

-41, 398

680 13

3,602

77 80

41,398.23

8,196,202

219,715 32

26,458,402

1, 005, 968 43

7, 296,171.90

I

•N • o • • • • • • • •

--------------

2, 373, 290. 77

* .Area of grant claimed b.v the company; question of correct area pending in this officA.

t But little land in addition to the amount, already patented available for the grant.

With the exception of the two companies last named, the basis of the above estimates i~ stated in
Commissioner's report of February 5, 1884, on questions submitted to the Department by Hon. G. W.
Cassidy, chairman Committee on Pacific Railroads, House of Representatives.
·
The above statement includes all grants earned by construction of the road within the time fixed
by law, where payment of cost of surveying lands is required, except those for the Saint Joseph and
Den \"er City Railroad Compan.v-practically adjusted and costs paid- and the branch line of the
Southern Pacific Railroad-costs paid so far as lands have been selected. The compa,nies in laches as
t-0 construction, which are r equired to pay such costs, are: Northern Pacific, Atlantic and Pacific,
Southern Pacific main line, Texas and Pacific, New Orleans Pacific, California and Oregon (now consolidated with Central Pacific), Oregon and California, and Oregon Central.

LAPSED GRANTS.

In my report for 1882, as well as in that of 1883, I called attention to
the necessity for some legislation in reference to fapsed land grants.
The Department is not at liberty to declare a grant forfeited because
the road is not completed within the time fixed in the grant. The
Supreme Court of the United States declared in the case of Schulenberg v. Harriman (21 Wallace, p. 44) that a failure to complete the road
within the time fixed in the grant did not forfeit the grant. Under this
decision the Department cannot treat the- land so granted to the railroad com pauies, or to the States for the benefit of such corporations,
as public lan<ls; and
all intents and purposes, so far as the public is
concerned, the grants are private property, notwithstanding that the
companies in some instances have not even attempted! to comply with

to
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the conditions of the grant. I again repeat what I said on this subject
in my last annual report:
It is difficult to make the people understand that the executive department of the
Government cannot declare a grant forfeited when the corporation for whose benefit
it was made bas failed to comply with the conditions thereof. Petitions are presented to the Executive demanding the forfeiture of grants for non-complianee with
the conditions there.of. Individual claimants declare themselves outraged because the
Commissioner of the General Land Office refuses to .allow filings on the odd sections
of lands within the unforfeited railroad grants. The Government is derided as the
Government of the rich and opposed to the poor, because the executive department
of the Government does not do what tb:e courts have repeatedly declared could be
done only by the legislative branch of the Government; that is, declare a forfeiture
of a grant.
Complaint is made that grants made more than a quarter of a century ago are still
treated as valid subsisting grants and the settler forl>idden to go thereon, although
nothing has been done toward the building of the road, which must be built before
the railroad campany can receive the evidence of the title given to it by the Government so many years before.
If the grants are not forfeited when there has not been a full compliance with the
conditions of the grant, it seems to be just and pr'.:>per that some provision should be
made by which the settlers, who through ignorance or because they believed such
grants had been or would be forfeited have made settlement on such railroad lands,
can secure a title either throngh the railroad company or from the Government .
If the executive department of the Government disregards the law and issues a
patent to such settler, he takes nothing by the instrument, and is as much at the
mercy of the corporation as if he had not received the Government patent. Con~ress alone can relieve the settler by declaring the grants forfeited.

T trust this matter will receive the early attention of Congress.

PENSIONS.
The report of the Commissioner of Pensions shows that at the close
of the fiscal year 1884 there were 322,756 pensioners, classified as follows :
Army invalids. ___ ····-· ...............•......... ·········-··· ...... .. .••. 21f,,956
Army widows, minor children, and dependent r elatives ................... .
75,836
Navy invalids .... _........... _. _.......• - · · ._._ .. ___ ............... . .... .
2,616
Navy widow, minor children, and dependent relatives ........ ····-· ..... .
1,938
Survi vors of the war of 1 12 ..... .
3,898
Widows oft ose who served in the·;~;-;f~is12~ ~::~~::~::~::~::: :::~::~~~:. 19,512

Th r 1:er added to this roll during the year the names of 34,192
n 1 ner , and 1,221 previously dropped were restored to the rolls,
making in the aggr gate 35,413; and 16,315 were dropped for various
c u· ·
ing a n t iacr a e on the roll of 19,098.
Th av ~r g annual value of each peu ·ion at the close of the year is
1 . ·.,.-. nd the agg ·egate annual alue ofall pension i $34,456,600.35,
11 m ·r •a·
er lik alue £ r the previous year of $2,211,407.92.
'11~ m un. paid for p n. ion. during the year i $56,908,597.60, ex·
cl · g, a· will 1>. ob •rv cl, the annual value of pensions several milli
f l llar · wliich r pre ent the first payments, generally in new

n w
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claims, and known as arrears of pensions. The amount paid during
the ;year to 31,307 new pensioners was $::3,413,815.10, and there remained in the hands of the several pension agents 7,203 cases of this
cla,ss unpaid, in which there was due $4,949,090.05.
The detail of these statements will be found in Table 1 of the Corn.
missioner's report. Since 18~1 there have been filed 927,922 claims for
pensions; of this number, 545,130 have been allowed. About 83 per
ef.•nt. of the whole number now pending are awaiting the action of the
claimants or their witnesses on u.nanswered calls from the Pension
Office. Since 1861 the total amount disbursed for pensions has been
$ ;;: 8,346,834.34. In order to show the increase of business in the Pensiou Office, the Commissioner furnishes the following table of letters
sent and received:
. I

Fiscal years.

1878. ········· ...... . ........... ···· ·· ........... .. ........ .
1879 ·•·•·• ...•............. ..... .. ······ ................... .
1880 ...•••.••....••....• • • ···•······ ··· ··· ................. .
1881 ..••••.••.•...•..•.•.•.•.•• . ······ ...........•...... . ...
1882 .................. ... ... ........ .................... . . .
1883 .••.•••.••••.• .•• ..•.•.• ···••· ......................... .
1884 ·········· ··•·••·•·•••·······••··••·•••••• .•.••..••..••.

Lett~r~ re·
cervcd.
588,692
669,117
891, 512
847,123
l, 338,009
1,681, 171
1,776,906

Congressional!
letters re- Letters sent.
ceived.
9,211
16, 133
35,488
36 813
66: 021
70,235
75,286

96,100
361, 500
762, 236
1,106,531
,, 171, 221
1,454,699
1,368,011

NoTE.-ln the "letters sent" the calls made on the Adjutant-General andSurgeonGeneral, U. S. A., are not included.

Two hundred and forty special examiners were employed in the field.
Congress at its last session authorized the employment of an additional
force of one hundred and fifty. The system of special examination appears to have given great satisfaction to the claimants and the office.
The appeals from the Commissioner of Pensions to the Secretary
were, during the fiscal year 1883, 746; during the past year, 1,516.
The act of January 25, 1879, providedThat all pensions which have been granted under the general laws regulating pensions, or may here~fter be granted, in consequence of death from a cause which originated in the United States service during the continuance of the late war of the
rebellion, or in consequence of wounds, injuries, or disease received or contracted in
said service during said war of rebellion, shall commence from the date of the death
or discharge from said service of the person on whose account the claim has been or
shall hereafter be granted, or from the termination of the right of the party having
prior title to such pension.

In an act entitled "An act making appropriations for the payment
of the arrears of pensions granted by act of Congress," approved March
3, 1879, it was provided as follows:
All pensions which have been, or which may hereafter be, granted in consequence·
of death occurring from a cause which originated in the service since the 4th clay of
March, 1861, or in consequence of wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
since that date, shall commence from the death or discharge of the person on whose
ac th
e claim has been or is hereafter granted, if the disability occurred prior to
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discharge, and if such ·disability occurred after the discharge, then from the date of
·actual disability, or from the termination of the right of party having prior title to
such pension: Provided, The application for such pension has been or is hereafter filed
with the Commissioner of Pensions prior to the 1st day of July, 1880, otherwise the
pension shall commence from the date of :filing the application; but the limitation
herein prescribed shall not apply to c]ain:is by or in behalf of insane persons and
children under sixteen years of age.

Thus all persons applying for pension prior to July 1, 1880, are entitled to pension from the time of discharge or the death of the person
on whose account the claim is made, unless the disability occurred after
discharge. In all claims made subsequent to that date the pension
must commence from the time of the filing of the application. No good
reasons can be given why the claimants who file their claims _a fter July
1, 1880, ought not to receive their pensions from the time of discharge
if such disability then existed, or if not then existing, from the time such
disability originated. It is but just that all persons who are able to
establish the right to receive a pension should be treated alike with
reference to time of the commencement thereof.
It has been urged in favor of this limitation that the large amount of
arrears is an inducement to applicants' to apply and secure a pension,
and that the large amount to be realized is a temptation to commit
fraud on the Government by means of false witnesses.
The Government has the means of detecting fraud if attempted, and
injustice should not be done to the deserving and needy soldier for fear
the Government may in some few instances be imposed upon an<l compelled to pay a pension to which the soldier is not justly entitled. It is
impossible for a soldier to secure a pension for d<isabilites not existing;
it is often, however, a question whether such disability is or is not the
result of service in the line of duty. The rules of the Pension Office
for the determination of this question are sufficiently strict, and with a
proper administration of the affairs of that office very few pensions will
be allowed parties not entitled to receive the same. It is to be hoped
that the limitations imposed by the act of March 3, 1879, will be repealed.
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THE PATENT OFFICE.
The following report of th~ business of the Patent Office for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1884, is submitted:
·
Applications for
Applications for
Applications for
Applications for
Applications for

patents received ...........................•........
design patents received ............................ .
reissue patents received ..............•••..•.........
registration of trade-marks ......................... .
registration oflabels ............................... .

35,204
1, 322 _
' 244 '
1,077
975

Total ........................................................ ~

38,822

Caveatsfiled .............................. ,_ ........................ .

2,672

Patents granted, including reissues and designs ...... __ ...•... _..... .
Trade-marks registered .. _._ ................... _......•. "---~ ....... .
Labels registered ............................................... .... .

2:2,882
903
833

Total .................... - ........... - .. - - •. - . - - - - - - - - - · - - - - . -

24,618

Patents withheld for non-payment of final fees ...................... .
Patents expired ..... ________ .... _.. .- - ... ___ ........ ______ . __ ....... .

2, 65:2
10,230

Receipts and expenditures.
Recejpts from all sources ..............•...................... : .. _... SH, 145, 433 10
Expenditures (not including contingent expenses) ............ ____ .. .
901, 41:3 39

Sur lus ................. _...... _... _........ .· .......... __ ... ~.

244,0rn 11

Comparatjve statement showing the increase in the w01·i,

Applications for patents, including reissue.s, designs, trade-mark_s, anti labels, received
during t,he fiscal years ending June 301881 ........................ ·-·· .......... --- ..... ·- ................. . 24,806
1882, _....... __ ........•............••...................•..... ~ ..... _ 30,062
1883 ............................................. - •......• - - - - . - .... -. 35,734
1884 ...........• - .... - - .. - ............ - . - ... - ..... - - - . - - . - .... - .... - - - 38,822
Increase 1884 over 1881. _.. __·.•.. _........ _.....• _.. ____ ....... ___ . 13,916
Increase 1884 over 1882 .....•.....................•...•............
8,760
Increase 1884 over 1883 .....•.•.........• ____ .....•••••............
3,083
Applications awaiting action on the part of the office July 11883 .......... _..•.•..' . . . . . . _. _. _. . . . • ___ . . ____ . . __ .. _. _.... _. __ ..... .
1884 .............•.. _• _...........• _•.. ____ •....• __ . _.. _.... _. __ . _... _

4,699
9,786

Comparative statement showing the increase in receipts.

Fiscal year ending June :~o, 1881 ............ ____________ .....• ______ . $789,895 52
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1882 ..............•.....•.... ______ •.....
930,864 14
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1883 ....... ···--· ..•........•••••........ 1,095,884 70
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1884 .......... _. . . . . . . . . ........ _.. _. __ . 1,145,433 10
Increase 1884 over 1881. .... _...........••. __ •..... __ ..• _. _. _•.... _. _.
355,537 58:
Increase 1884 over 1882 ............... --------··· 214,568 96,
Increase 1884 over 1883 49,548 40•
.......
.....
----

--------·

------ ------ ---- --------- ------ ---- -----· ·---
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It will be seen from the foregoing statement that the business of the
~Patent Office is c_ontinually increasing. The examining work is about six
•months in arrears. Every succeeding year greater labor and care are
· required in the consideration of applications, owing_to the increase in
· the number of patents issued and the widening of the field of invention.
Special efforts were made to impress upon Congress during its last ses: sion the needs of the office, and, as a result, an increase of twenty-two
' ~was provided in the examining corps, but an experience of several
-months is requisite before new appointees can become sufficiently
skilled to render material aid in the examination of applications.
In the estimates of appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1886, the Commissioner asks an increase of forty in the examining
corps, as also an increase in compensation. The first is essential in
order that the force may be adequate for the business coming before
the office, and the second ' is necessary to secure and retain skilled and
experienced men who are able to discern what is novel in the intricate
inventions presented for consideration.
Additional room, a power hall, and a laboratory are indispensable to
the proper conduct and dispatch of business; and, while the estimates
submitted show considerable increase over the present appropriation,
the receipts of the office are more than ample to cover them. In providing the necessary facilities for the administration of the affairs of
this office no burden will be imposed upon the people, for tbe inventors
a.1one pay into the Treasury more than sufficient to furnish everything
requisite.
In addition to the lt>gislation repeatedly recommended in reiation to
section 4887 of the Revised Statutes, it is very qesirable that section
4936 be so amended as to authorize this office to refund from its current
receipts any sum or sums of money to any person who bas, through
mi take, paid the same into the Treasury, or to any receiver or depositary, to the credit of the Treasury, as for fees accruing at the Patent
Office. It has frequently happened that fees thus paitl have been cover d into the Treasury before it was ascertained that they had been
paid under a mi apprehen ion. In cases of this kind special legislation
i ne · ary to authorize the Treasury Department to refund. Much
lahor to tbi office and the Trea ury would thus be saved, and person
would b able to recover money paid by mjstake without petitioning
0 ngr
1

•
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Statements are submitted in detail showing the indebtedness of the
subsidized railroads to the United States, earnings and expenses, :fl.nan·
cial condition, 5 and 25 per centurn of net earnings, and various other
data pertaining t.o these roads.
The Commissioner also submits detailed statements of the sinking
fuuds of tbe Union ·au<l Central Pacific Railroad Companies, showing
the sums which have been covered into said funds by the Treasury of
tile United States, and the amount and character of iuvestm~nts made
by the Secretary of the Treasury as custodian.
CONDI'l'ION OF '.I'HE BOND .AND INTEREST .ACCOUNT.

The public <lebt statement issued by the Treasury Department Jun,e
30, 1884, shows the condition of the accounts with the several Pacific
railroad companies as to moneys actually covered in to their credit, but
takes no ac~ount of moneys in the sinking fund held by the Treasurer
of the United States, or of the compensation for services not at that
t ime settled by the accounting officers.
This is shown by the following statement:
Interest rep:-iid by com.
panies to cred.it of bond
and interest account.

I

Nameofrailway.

Inte,est aoBalance of
Principal out. crued a1;d not Int,e rest paid
By cash interest p_aid
by the United
Umted
standing,
t~J
By transpor. payments, by the
St.a tes.
States.
tation serv· 5pro-oent.ofl 8ta""'·
ices.
net earnings.

Central Pacific .. $25, 885, 120
Western Pacific. 1, 970, 560
Union Pacific ... 27, 236, 512
Kansas Pacific .. 6, 303, 000
Central Branch,
Union Pacific. 1, 600, 000
Sioux City and
Pacific ........ 1, 628, 320

ih~ \j~f

00
00
00
00

$776,553
59,116
817, 095
189,090

60 $24, 229, 108 87 $4,784,617 43 $648, 271 96 $18, 796, 219
80
1, 727, 365 74
9,367 00 .................... 1,717, 998
36 25, 774, 945 77 10, 006, 107 79 . . . . • . . . . . . . . 15, 768, 837
00
6, 318, 423 09 s, 055, 291 60 .................... 3, 263, 131

00

48,000 00

1, 597, 808 26

162,401 27

00

48,849 60

1, 513, 147 09

131,138 32

Total ...... . 64, 623, 512 00

1, 938, 705 36

61, 160, 798 82 18, 148, 9:!3 41

6,926 91

48
74
98
49

1, 428, 480 08

...... ... ...........

1, 382, 008 77

655, 198 87

42, 356, 676 54

The "interest accrued and not yet paid by the United States,"
amounting to $1,938,705.36, was payable July 1, 1884.
The total indebtedness of the several subsidized Pad.fie railroads to
the United States on June 30, 1884, is reported by the Commissioner to
be as follows·:
TOTAL DEBT,

Including principal and accrued interest. '
Union Pacific (including Kansas Pacific) ...........•.... ........ .... _$66, 639, 066 22
CentralPacific(including WesternPacific) ......................... 54,647,825 01
Sioux City and Pacific.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 290, 316 69
Central Branch Union Pacific . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
3,245, 808 26
Total ............•..............••..•.....•.................. 127,823,016 18
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TOTAL CREDIT.

Transportation services perforrned and money paid into the TreasU1·y.

Union Pa,cific .............. ___ ...... _.... __ . __ . _... _____ . __ .... . . . . $16, 496, 975 73
Central Pacific._ ..... _. ______ . . __ . . ____ . ____ ______ . __ .. . __ _... _... .
8, 090, 7i9 87
Siou·x City and Pacific .... _.. . . _____ __... __ ____ . __. _ . ____ . _: __ . . . . . .
131, 138 32
Central Branch Union Pacific ..... . ______ - ~--. ______________ . __ .....
169,328 18
Total._ .. ______ .• ____ . ____ .. _____ ..• __ . __ . __ .. _____ . ..••. __ . .

24, 888, 222 10

--Balance in favor of the United States, but not_due until maturity of
principal, 189!1-1899. ___ . _. ________ . _. _______ . _____ . . . . ___ . _...... 102,934,794 08
RECAPITULATION,

Due from
Due from
Due from
Due from

Union Pacific . ____ . ...•.. _... _________ .. _ .. _. _. ___ . . . _... $50,142,090 49
Central Pacific. _... __ . __ . __ . . ____ . _____ . __ . ___ . ____ .. . . . . 46,557, 045 14
Sioux City and Pacific. ______ __ __ _____ . ____ . ____ ... _.... . .
3, 159, 178 37
Central Branch Union Pacific .... __ .. ___. ___ : ______ ;_ . . . . .
3, 076, 480 08

Total . ____ ... ___ .. _. __ .............. ____ ... ___ .. _________ . _.. 102, 934, 794 08
CONDITION OF SINKING-FUND .ACCOUNTS.

'

The sinking funds of the Union and Central Pacific Companies, held
by the Treasurer of the United States under the act of May 7, 1878,
amounted to $6,084,099.82, on June 30, 1884, the Union Pacific having to
its credit $3,435,576.34 and the Central Pacific $2,648,523.48.
Investments have been made by the Secret3:iry of the Treasury as
follows:
Character of bonds.

Union Pacific.

Funded loan of 1881 (5 per cent.) .... .. ...... ..•.... _...• .. . $256,450 00
Funded loan of .July 12, 1882 (3 per cent.) ....•............. 1, 620, 000 00
Funded loan of 1907 (4 per cent.) .......... . ..........•.....
32,650 00
Currency sixes ............................................ .
361,000 00

Central Pacific.

Total.

$736,700 00

$993, ]50
1, 620, 000
231,750
805,000

---·--------··
199, 100 00
444,000 00

00
00
00
00

- - - - - --- - - - - 2, 270, l 00 00
172,990 48

1, 379, 800 00
179,563 73

3, 649, 900 00
35~, 554 16

Total cost . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 443, 090 43

1, 559, 363 73

4, 002, 454 16

~~1::l~ p~i~i.·:.·.·.·.·.·.:::: ::: :::: :: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: :::

The amount remaining in the United State Treasury uninvested on
June 3 , 1 4, were a follow :
r dit of the nion acific...... ........ ...••. ...... ..•••. .•. ... ....
r di f be C n ral Pacific ........ __ ........... _ ....•.. _....... _..

$992,4 5 91
1,089, 150 75

· · · · · · · - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · - - · · - - ~ • · - - - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 0 l, 645 66

the nion acifi.c were made during the
um f 1,620,000 having been invested in
f Ju1y 2, 1 4, at a pr miurn of 48,925,
r c nt. Th t tal inv tm nt for this company
, at a pr mitun of 172,9 .4~. The inter ton the
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sinking-fund investments to June 30, 1884, amounted to $139,127.97, or
$33,862.45 less than the premium paid. The amount remaining in the
Treasury uninvested June 30, 1884, was $992,485.91.
No investments have been made for the Central Pacific since November 27, 1882. The total investments for this company amount to
$1,379,800, at a premium of $179,563.72. The interest on the sinkingfund investments to June 30, 1884, amounted to $170,107.83, or $9,455.90
less than the vremium paid. The amount remaining in the Treasury
uninvested · June 30, 1883, was $844,652.13, and June 30, 1884, it bad
increased to $1,089,159.75.
Reference to the foregoing table shows that June 30, 1884, the ~um of ,
$2,081,645.66, belonging to the sinking funds of the two companies remained iu the Treasury Department uninvested. The Cpmmissioner
suggests that this amount be immediately invested in order that the
several sinking funds m~y earn a reasonable rate of interest.
The Commissioner again calls attention to the controversy between
the Government and the Union Pacific Raiiway Company as to what
constitutes "net earnings" under the act of May 7, 1878. The correspondence oearing on this subject was printed in his report for 1883 1
pages 31-36. .A bill to authorize the funding of the debts of the Pacific
Railroads being under discussion in the Committee on the Judiciary
of the Senate, Mr. Charles Francis A.dams, jr., then a director of the
Union Pacific Railway Company-now president-addressed a communication, under date of June 17, 1884, to Hon. George F. Hoar, a member of the committee, in which he proposed as a basis of settlement pending action of the courts, that no divide'l)dS should be paid on the stock
of the company during the current year; that the Government should.
withhold payment for an services rendered, not only on the aided but
the non-aided portions of the road, and that the company should forthwith pay into the Treasury on account of the ~inking fund the sum of
$718,814.60, being the amount found due the United States, in cash, ·for
the year ending December 31, 1883. On the same date Hon. George F.
Edmunds, chairman, informed this Department that the Committee on
the Judiciary of the Senate had passed the following resolution :
Resolved, That this committee will postpone until the first Monday in D ecemberr
1884, the further consideration of the matters arising under the act of May 7, 1878,
relating to the Union Pacific Railroad Company, &c., if the said company shall immediately carry out the offer of Mr . .A.dams, as stated in his communication dated June
17, 1884, addressed to the Hon. George F. Hoar, and on the express understanding
that this action of the company and of the United States in receiving the mopey and
security in said communication mentioned shall have no_effect on any penalty or forfeiture or other right of the United States incurred or arising, or to occu"r or arise,
again~t the said company or any of its officers, but that all rights, p enalties, and forfeitures shall stand as if these acts had not been done.

Pursuant to this arrangement the Union Pacific Railway Uompany
deposited with the .Assistant Treasurer of the United States at Boston,
June 20, 1884, the sum of $718,814.60, to be carried to the credit of the

I
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sinking fund, "but it is not to be considered that the company assents to
the Government's statement or claim of the amount of net earnings, or
the elements that should enter into the determination of them. The
company also reserves the right to have a judicial determination of the
amounts to be paid by the Government for transportation, and also
what shall be deducted from gross earnings in order to ascertain net
earnings." The company has also filed, under its corporate seal, an assignment of all its earnings for transportation services rendered for the
Government over all lines owned and operated by it. This assignment
remains in force until matters in dispute are :finally determined. The
full correspondence on the subject will be found in the Commissioner's
report.
The total balance claimed by the Government as due in cash from the
Union Pacific Railway Company under the act of May 7, 1878, for the
period from July 1, 1878, to December 31, 1882, amounted to $1,727,·
742.54, but the sum of $69,358.83 deposited with the Assistant Treas·
urer at Boston July 26, 1~81, having by consent of the company been
accepted June 30, 1884, as a payment on account and covered into the
sinking .fund, this amount is reduced to $1,658,383.71. If the whole
amount claimed by the company on account of the contested items for
new construction and new equipment should be deducted, there would
still remain an uncontested balance of $967,486.05, which the company
elaims is overpaid by the additional allowance it will receive for carrying tbe mails.
The following statements show the financial condition of the Uniou
and Central Pacific Railroad Companies June 30, 1884:
Union Pacific Railway Com1Jany.
LI.ABILITIES.

Funded debt .......... .. .......................................... . $t34,680,332 50
Intor st on fund u debt accrued not due ........................... .
797,729 99
Unit d ta,t snbRidy bond ....................................... . 33,539,512 00
Interest on nited States subsidy bonds accrued not uue ........... . 3:3,09U,554 22
Bill payable ........... .... . ........................ $7, 205, 533 14
· Account payable.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 542, 42:3 57
Pay-rolls and voucher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 969, 996 52
ivid n<1Hunpaid ..............................• _....
8~,884 77
Conpon due and nnpaid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1,276, 182 90
Call d bonds.~ •• _....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
32, 000 Ou
13,110,020 90
Total debt ... .................. ... ........................... 165,227,149 61
Capital tock ................................... . ........... _. . . . . . 60, 68, 500 00
Total tock andd bt .•....••....... ·--·· .....••••.••..•.••••. 226,095,649 61
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ASSETS.

Cost of road and equipment ...... .. ......•......... $157,728,147 11
Fuel, material, and stores on hand.... . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
2, 482, 243 67
Cash on hand.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 192, 070 BG
Company's stocks and bonds owned by company . . . •
2, 072, 353 09
Sinking funds in hands of trustees-cash.... . . . . . . . .
170, 802 21
Bills and accounts receivable........ ...............
2,913,419 00
Bonds and stocks of other companies-cost.... . . . . . .
36, 853, 444 51
Miscellaneous investments ...... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966, 612 14
Interest repaid the United States by transportation.
7', 637,344 18
Due from United States for transportation..........
9,698, 252 11
Land contracts and land cash ..••• ......... ..... . . _. 13, 639, 479 09
Advances payable in bonds and stocks..............
7,387,095 50
Sinking funds in United States Treasury............
2,270,100 00
,
- - - - - - $ 2 4 5 , 011, 363 47
Surplus, including land sales.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

18, 915, 713 86

Surplus, excluding land sales .............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 628, 882 38

Central Pacific Railroad Company.
LIABILITIES.

Funded debt...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $53, 153, 000
Interest on funded debt accrued not due ........ _........... "...... .
1,352,565
United States subsidybonds ............ ____ ........................ 27,855,680
Interest on United States bonds accrued not due.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 792, 145
Bills payable ... ~ .. ~ ................................. $5, 975, 000 00
Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 028, 497 61
Hospital fnnd .. .. ...••........... ...........•
43, 256 74
Interest and dividends unpaid...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
131, 966 00
10,178,720
Sinking fund uninvested .........•.••............... ______ ........ .
1,069,091
Trustees' land mortgage ..........•....... ........•.................
635,653
H

•

•

•

•

•

00
00
00
01

•

35
68
30

Total debt .......•.•......................................... 121,036,855 34
Capital stock ...................... ____ ...•........................ 59,275,500 00
Total stock and debt...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180, 312, 3?5 34
ASSETS.

Cost of road ....... _. _.............•••••.... _...... . $141,327,529 90
Cost of equipment ................... .. __ ......... .
8,297,118 98
Real estate, shops, &c .................. _... _...... .
3,282,283 90
Cash on hand ..................................... .
167,575 76
Fuel and material on hand ....•....... _.... _..•. __ .
4,821,999 54
Stocks and bonds owned ...... _............ _...... _
1,086,078 32
Miscellaneous investments ...... _. _.•....... _.... _..
1,525,373 37
United States transportation and sinking-fund accounts ...... ........ ............................ .
8,918,162 07
Company's sinking funds ..................... __ ._ ..
5,943,016 68
Billi:! and accounts receivable ....... ...... __ . _..... .
900,757 64
Arnoun t in hands of trustees of land mortgage to redeern bonds ...... _............... . _. __ . _... _. ... .
635,653 30
Land cash, notes and contracts ... ·.. _. _. _. __ .•. _. _.. · 1,081,530 41
- - - - - - 177,987,079 87
1

Balance, deficit ••••••.•.••...... _. _. __ ..•••••. __ • _.. _.... _.. _

2,325,275 47

XXX
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The company estimates farming lands unsold at $25,250,000 and
water-front and lands in San Francisco, Oakland, and Sacramento at
$7,750,000-iu all, $33,000,000-iu addition to the above assets.
The Commissioner a·gain invites attention to the subject of the funding of the debts of the several Pacific railroads, and renews his suggestion that the present uncertain mode of payment be commuted to
one of fixed obligations having the same lien. It is manifest that the
act of May 7, 1878, has not adequately accomplished its purpose. It
would seem of the highest importance that Congress take immediate
and final action looking to the ultimate payment of this indebteduess.
Under existing law the debt is steadily inereasing at the rate of over
$i,ooo,OOO per annum. I am of opinion that the best method of dealing with this indebtedness would be to authorize the funding of the <lebt
on an extern-ion of time, and to require the -payment of fixed amonnts
at stated periods. In consideration of this extension, the companies
should be required to file assignments of all earnings already accrue<l for
Government transportation over non-aided portions of their roads. All
future earnings for like services over all roads owned, leased, or operated
by these companies should be pledged by the terms of the act to the
payment of the accruing installments of the debt as they mature.
If it be not deemed by Congress expedient to thus fund the del>t, the
discretion of t:·rn Secretary of the Treasury as to the iuvestmeut of the
sinking fund which is now confined to 5 per cent. United States bouds
should be enlarged, as the interest of the wlwle investment thu::, far
made has not ;yet equaled the premiums paid for the bonds.
THE 'fENTH CENSUS.
The report of the Superintendent of Census shows that eight volumes
of the Oen us Reports have been published, an<l that volume uiue will
be publi hed during the month of ~... ovem ber. Other volumes will follow as rapidly as possible. The Superintendent makes the following
statement :
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$10,000 be made for the expensos of such force as shall be required in this office during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, for revision, proof-rea,ding, &c., iu co-operation
,vith the office of the Public Printer while the remaining volumes of the report are
being published.

THE GEOLOGIC.AL SURVEY.
In the work of the Geological Survey there has been a material increase in comparison with preceoing years. The work of this Bureau
is greatly varied in character, but may be said to consist of two principal divisions, one of topography and one of geology. The topographical work bas during the past year been prosecuted with vigor in
mauy portions of the United States, both East and West, and its principal extf'nsious have been in the New England and ·south .Atlantic
States. The State of Massachusetts has appropriated the sum of
$40,000 to be available for the period of three years, for the purpose of
co-operating witb. the United States in the preparation of a map of that
State which shall be suitable for the economic and political purposes
of the Common wealth, and also suitable for geological purposes. Rapid
progress has also been made in the topographical sur-vey of the Southern .Appalachian region, which has hitherto been colnparatively little
known in respect to its topographical and economic features. The
total area surveyed during the year in the Southern .Appalachians
was about 19,750 square miles. In Northwestern New Mexico and
Northeastern Arizona an area was surveyed aggregating abo_u t 22,000
square miles, a large portion of which has been found to contain important deposits of good coal, while other portions are heavily timbered
and others suitable for pasturage. Topographical surveys have been
conducted also in California, Oregon, Montana, and Nevada, all subsidiary to a general economic and geological map of the United States,
and of special importance in relation to certain geological investigations of an economic character.
The purely geological work of the Survey now employs a large number 0~ distinguished scientific specialists, and the range of investigation i~ very wide. These investigations consist of surveys iu structural
gl ology and the distribution of geological formations, together with the
minerals and ores contained in the formations. .A division has been
organized for the study of the volcanic rocks of the United States, espf'cially in relation to the occurrence of gold and silver ores. Another
ha· been organized for the study of metamorphic rocks, in which a large
r>art of the iron and copper ores of the United States are found. Other
<Uvisious have been organized for the general study of the sedimentary rocks, eml>racing tile great coal-fields of the country. Special
economic studies are also prosecuted in important mining districts,
as at tlt.e Leadville, Silver Uliff, and Gunnison districts in Colorado,
the quicksilver districts in California at New Idria, Knoxville, Sulphur
Bank, and elsewhere, and also in Nevada in the Washoe and Eureka
districts. .Another division has been organized for the purpose of study-
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ing the glacial formations extending in northern latitudes from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
·
In addition. to the above investigations, the Survey bas prosecuted
research in many subjects essential to the progress of geological science,
especially relating to the succession and distribution of fossils , the
chemical constitution and microscopical structure of rocks, minerals,
and ores, and the occurrence and characteristics of mineral springs, hot
springs, and geysers. In connection with all this work, large quantities
of fossils, rocks, ores, minerals, aud mineral waters have been collected
for examination, all of which will be finally placed in the National Museum.
Through the courtesy of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution, rooms in the National Museum have been
placed under the control of the Geological Survey, and in them the laboratories essential for prosecuting these researches have been organized
and equipped. This is believed to be especially advantageous to the
Survey, from the fact that its collections are deposited in the Museum,
and the laboratories in which the researches are conducted are conveniently arrangtd in respect to the materials to be studied.
An important work inaugurated by the Survey is the collection of
statistics, showing the mineral resources of the United States, which
is designed to give annuaUy as accurate a summary as possible of the
production of all metals and minerals within the United States. The
collection of statistics relating to gold and silver is not directly made
by the Geological Survey, as that work is performed by the Director of
tbe Mint. The importance of the collection of statistics of mines and
mining cannot be overestimated, and the large demand for the first pubIi hed volume shows the general interest which is felt in the subject.
In the operations of the Geological Survey, extending as they do over
a wide field of scientific research, it has been found neceRsary to have a
library of the publications of the world relating to t,he subject of research
pro ecuted by the members of the Survey. Good progress has been
made in the collection of such a library, chiefly by exchanging the publication of the Sur ey for tho e of other scientific institutions.
T er port of th Director is accompanied by a map on which are indicate l th di tricts in which ur ey have been prosecuted through the
ar and th character and extent of the work accomplished are clearly
£ rth th r in.
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which the library meets, as indfoated in the incessant call for information, the Commissioner is surprised that the appropriation for the pur. chase of books for tbe ensuing year has been cut down $500. The work
on the card catalogue so necessary for effective administration has been
delayed by the necessity of employing tbe assistants in other departments of office labor. It has been impossible to answer the many demands for the printing of this catalogue. Considerable additions have
been made to the pedagogical museum, taking into account the small
sum of $2,000 appropriated. Tile resources of the museum are entirely
unequal to the loans demanded of it. In answer to most urgent solicitations, a small exhibit of educational appliances and conditions was
furnished, without expense to the office, to the LouisviJle Exposition;
most emphatic evidence has been afforded that many teachers and
school officers gained from this exhibit valuable ideas of improved
methods of instruction. In all countries the exhibition of appliances
has been found the most effective means of promoting their adoption
and improvement. Our schools generally suffer from the lack of these ·
material aids, and it is important that the office should be supported in
the endeavor to create among the school authorities an intelligent ap
preciation of their use and value. The clerical force of the office is
not sufficient for progress to be made in cataloguing the collection of
the museum.
The work on the report of 1881 was completed during the first part
of the fiscal year, and by a most strenuous effort the report for 1882-'83
was substantially finished before the close of the same period. This
concentration of the force of the office upon the preparation of the report curtailed the efforts of the office in other dir'ections so much that
the communications sent out show a fall fog off of· nearly 9,000. He reports that it is utterly im,possible to do the work required by law without an increase in the clerical force. The ·documents sent out numbered 258,340. These covered a variety of important topics, and to a
considerable extent were placed in the hands of teachers in attendance
upon normal institutes. The Commissioner notes the fact that there
has been no considerable improvement in methods or progress of education in any quarter of the country in respect to which the aid of the
office has not. been invoked.
·
The communications addressed to the office, personal Yisits of teachers
and school officers, the Commissioner's travels, and the requests for
criticism and suggestion sent to every one receiving documents have
promoted the closest sympathy between the office and those actively
engaged in advancing the intelligence of the people and dealing with
questions ofinstruction, whether public or private.
Clearer views and more intelligent counsels are observable with respect to the most hitical problems that have been under consideration
for se_veral years past. The forces that control education are bette1
organized than formerly, the· discussions in the meetings of teachers are
6087
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characterized by greater breadth, _and .the teachers in different parts of
. the country are brought into closer sympathy, and greater national demonstrations are foreshadowed. During the year legislation has been
-secured in several States, increa~ing the efficiency of the school systems.
The colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts endowed by the national land grant, together with similar institutions supported b:y private benefactions, havp, taken a leading part in the advance that has
been made in respect to industrial education.
Under both public and private· auspices this department of training
has been greatly extended during the year in several cities.
As in former years, private benefactions to education have been liberal. The claims of higher education have not been overlooked. The
staudards ofcollegiateinstruction have been very generally raised and the
facilities for extended study in special directions noticeably increased ..
Professional schools have shared in the general progr~ss. It is particularly gratifying to note the efforts made to improve the standards of
our medical schools and thus secure the health of the people against
malpractice.
The provision made by Congress for the establishment of government and the enforcement of law in Alaska and the small appropriation of money for the support of schools for the children· of that country make it possible to establish schools there with some hope of success. The Commissioner believes that not less than $50,000 should be
appropriated for general school purposes for Alaska. In his judgment,
no event connected with education during the year bas excited so much
approYing attention or produced so profound an impression as the debate in the United States Senate upon the subject of granting aid from
the national Treasury. He believes that there is the most abundant evi
deuce that the intelligence and patriotism of the country have rarely
been so united in urging any measure of legislation.
The Commissioner again renews his recommendation that some measure of Federal aid be extended to public primary education, based on
the number of illiterates in the various States, as shown by the Tenth
Oen u . I fully concur in thi recommendation, and, as I have in
form r r port , urge the neces ity of immediate and substantial aid
o tbe part f be General Government. I am of the opinion that the
h l
t m f be ·everal tat
hould not be interfered with by
not wi e f r the General Government to attempt
tern of i own, but that all national appropria. b ul
p1a d n r tlie control of the States,
ball
ur jt fai hful application to the purd.
u ·h m t rial aid should be temn h
tat
ball have perfect d a
<l ucati n of all children
thi will increa a it
are tak n by educated
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.
During the year additional leases of ground within the Park for hotel
purposes have been granted; one site at the Lower Geyser Basin, to
G. W. Marshall, and the other to' John F. Yancy, at what is known
as Pleasant Valley on the mail route from Mammoth Hot Springs to
Cooke, Mont. Houses at these places, together witli the hotel at Mammoth Hot Springs and temporary camps at other points of interest, were
open for the eutertainment of visitors during the past season.
In granting leases no exclusive privileges have been given to any
person or company, either in terms or in effect, and in all cases conditions have been imposed intel}.ded to secure suitable provision for the
comfort of tourists, and at the same time by reserving to the Department the right to regulate ~be charges for such service, to prevent any
overcharge. No comp]aint of violation of such conditions on the part
of the lessees has been received. The legislature of Wyoming at its
last session made provision for justices of the peace and constables for
duty in the Park, whose presence a11d aid will contribute materially
toward preventing infractiorn~ of law, and of the regulations for the protection of the game and objects of interest in the Park.
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS.
The work in the improvement of the Hot Springs Creek adjacent to
the reservation, according to the plan outlined in my last annual report, bas been substantially completed. The creek bas been straightened and confined within arched walls of masonry throughout the whole
length of the reservation, and the old bed of the creek has l)een filled,
giving a roadway 100 feet in width on Central avenue where, before the
improvement, it was impossible in some places for vehicles to pass.
Iron pipes have been laid along the course of the walls for the purpose
of collecting the hot water from the springs, and-conveying it to a proposed common reservoir for distribution to the bath-houses.
There are now in operation upon the reservation seven private bathhouses, built upon sites leased un<ler authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by the act of December 16, 1878. These leases were
granted for five years, the term prescribed by the statute, commencing
from the date of approval of the act. They therefore expired December 16, 1883. A doubt having arisen as to the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to renew these leases, tue attention of Congress was
invited to.the subject in a communication dated January 11, 1884 (Senate Ex. Doc. 60). No legislative action was taken in the direction of defining the scope of the authority of the Department in the matter. The
leases have not been renewed, but the lessees have been permitted to
remain in possession under the term.; of the expired leases. Two sites '
were lea ed <luring the fiscal year ended June 30, 1883, and three have
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been leased during the past year. The dates of commencement of the
terms of these leases conform nearly to the dates they were granted.
The erection of bath-houses upon these sites has been retarded by the
'York upon the contiguous creek improvement. The Superintendent
reports 35,058 free baths given during the year, an average of 97 per
day. One hundred and fifty lots upon the reservation sold at auction
in Little Rock, in May last, brought $29,803.
]j.,REEDMEN'S HOSPITAL.
The surgeon in charge of the Freedmen's Hospital reports the whole
number of patients admitted during the year as 1,509, being an average
admission of 125 per month. Of those admitted 649 were white a,nd 860
colored. About 215 ex-soldiers have been admitted and treated. A
greater number of the patients of this class came from distant sections
of the country to look after their pension claims and becoming sick were
admitted to the hospital. The majority of the pati~nts were admitted
upon the recommendation of the chief of police of the District of 0olum bia. No distinction is i;nade in favor of any class, race, or sex, and
patients are admitted for treatment for any disease ·except small-pox.
In the dispensary of the hospital 2,456 persons have been prescribed
for during the year. Supplies for the hospital during the year were purchased under contract, and the articles were fully equal in quality to
those heretofore purchased in open market, at prices very much less.
This system has resulted in a saving _of at least $2,000 in subsistence
alone.
COLUMBIA INSTI'fUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB.
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The need for the appropriation of this last amount is very strongly
urged by the directors.
The report calls attention to the fact that du-ring the past year public interest in the cause of deaf-mute instruction has been greatly in- ·
creased by the discussion of the subject before several scientific associations and in two conventions of officers and instructors ·of institutions
for the education of the deaf.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE.
The board of visitors of the hospital report that the building designed to provide for patients received from the Home for Disabled 'Volunteer Soldiers has been completed and occupied during the year, affording accommodations for 150 patients, about one-fourth of that number
in single rooms. The building has been well and carefully built of :fireproof materials, and neatly furnished throughout. The completion ·of
the new wing of the main hospital affords accommodation for about 70
of the m()st refractory and noisy of the female patients. A new kitchen,
65 by 45 feet, bas also been added, relieving the main building from the
heat and odor of the co·o king.
The estimate for the support, clothin'g, and treatment of patients for
the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, is $270,000, and for buildings,
grounds, general repairs, &c., $10,000. The board of visitors also recommend appropriations for certain additional buildings.. .- and improve-'
ments, and for the purchase of a tract of land of 45 acres adjoining the
hospital farm, the necessity for which, as set forth in the report, would
seem to commend the subject to the favorable attention of Congress ..
The number of patients under treatment June 30, 1883, was 994; admitted during the :fiscal year 1884, 347; discharged, 128; died, 67;
number remaining J.une 30, 1884, 1,146. Of those remaining in the
hospital, 884 are males and 262 females; from the Army, 550; Navy,
61; Revenue Marine Service, 19; civil life, 516 . . Those from ci,il life
are classed as follows :
Males.

Females.

- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -District of Columbia:
Transient,,.. .. . . . . . . . ...................... .. ......... . ...... .. . . ............ .

Uniri~~~li~~t1:i~~i;:::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25
208
10

~~~f:·~~~f~~\~!~a-1~.· _- _- _- _- _- _-::::: _-: _- _- _- _- _
-_-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-_- _- _- _- _- _-::: _- .· _-: _-::::: _- :::_- _- _-: :::

9
5

11
242

6

The total amount expended for all purposes of the hospital during
the year was $359,128.41. The products of the farm and garden were
valued at $34,220.21.
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ARCHITECT OF THE -CAPITOL.
The Architect reports that changes which have been made in the
designation of rooms for committees of Congress in the Capitol building
have occasioned an unusual amount of refittiug and repai:Qng to provide
satisfactory accommodations. The Senate post-office has been removed
from the principal story to the large hall in the northeastern part of the
basement. The appliances for heating the central and south portions
of the building have been thoroughly repaired and improved and the
exterior of the central building newly painted.
At the City Hall steam coils have been exteniled from the boilers fa
the new portion of the building to a part of the old building. The
Architect recommends, as a measure of economy and comfort, that provision be made for extending the 'heating apparatus throughout ~he
whole of the old building and for preparing the rooms in the upper and
basement stories of the building for occuJ)ancy. Appended to Architect's report is an interesting statement showing the results of the
removal and replanting (in 1875-'76) of trees in the Capitol grounds.
NEW PENSION BUILDING.
Since my last report considerable work has been done on the new
pension building, which has been raised on the south and west fronts
64-½ feet above the site. Three vaulted floors are entirely completed,
supporting 107 rooms. The expenditures to October 27, 1884, have
been $447,436.22, leaving a balance available for the building and
heating apparatus of $259,123.40.
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE IN'fERIOR DEPARTMENT
BUILDING.
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to be provided for, the urgency of which should receive the early attention of Congress. This being provided for, the south wing will not
only soon be completed, but the galleries will be nearly all furnished
with wrought-iron model-cases, and with an appropriation of $7,000 the
additional model-cases which will be necessary can be provided.
After the completion of the south wing, the fire-proof reconstruction
of this building should be continued by extending the work over the
east wing, and for this an estimate has been laid before Congress.

THE CIVIL SERVICE .A.OT.
At the time of the passage of the act entitled "An act to regulate and
improve the civil service of the United States," it was urged as an ob- ,
jection to it that the examinations would be of such technical character as to exclude from the public service all except those who have had
the advantages of a liberal education. The experience of nearly one
year ~nd a half has demonstrated that these fears were groundless, and
that t,h e examinations have been conducted on a sound and businesslike basis, calculated to secure efficient clerks for the various grades of
the public service. Quite a number of the employes of the Government, occupying grades below the classifi.ed service, have been found
qualified for higher grades by the examinations of the Commission. No
call was made from the Interior Department on the Civil Service Commission to fill vacancies occurring in the clerical force .until May, 1884, because at the time of the passage of the act there were employed in the
Census Office a large number of trained and experienced clerks from
which I considered it a duty to the public service to select to fill the
vacancies occurring in other bureaus of the Department.
Originally the force of the Census Office consisted of about eighteen
hundred persons; as the work of that office advanced towards completion there was a necessary reduction in the force ; some were discharged,
others transferred to other Bureaus until the 16th of July, 1883, when
the force had decreased to about one hundred and seventy-five. In
making transfers and discharges the most efficient and valuable clerks
had been retained, and it is doubtful whether there could have been
found in the employment of this or any other Government' more trustwort,b y and capable clerks than constituted this force. I did not think
it advisable to allow a disciplined force of this character to be lost to the
Government, and when any portion of this force could be spared from the
work of the Census Office r filled tbe vacancies occurring in the several
Bureaus of the Department from such force. This was done with the
approval of the Board of Civil Service Uommissioners.
Since the 23d of May la t there h r.,ve been appointed in the several
Bureau of t1ie Departrneut through the Civil Service Commission a
total of two hundred and thirteen clerks, copyi sts, and special examiners. All per ons eugaged in clerical work have been brought within
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the classifi~d service, save only those especially excepted by the statute
and rules made thereunder. Thus the classified service in the Interior
Department includes all clerks of class one, two, three, and four, clerks
receiving a salary of $1,000, and all copyists receiving a salary of $900
and $720.
·
Of the number appointed I believe the most have provM themselves
efficient and valuable clerks, but the length of their service has been too
short to speak with confidence as to their general fitness for the work
assigned to them. The law has in a great measure relieved the De. partment of the importunities of applicants and their friends for posi- tions, and will, I think, when it is fully understood, save the heads of
the Departments much time heretofore lost in listening to appeals for
posjtions when it was impossjble to comply with such requests. · I think
the system a valuable one, and one that should have the hearty support
of both executive and legislative d_epartments of the Government.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
H. M;. TELLER, _

· Secretary:
The PRESIDENT.

